Pretherapeutic functional neuroimaging predicts tremor arrest after thalamotomy
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Objective: Essential tremor (ET) represents the most common movement disorder. Drug-resistant ET can benefit from standard stereotactic procedures (deep brain stimulation or radiofrequency thalamotomy) or alternatively minimally invasive high-focused ultrasound or radiosurgery. All aim at same target, thalamic ventro-intermediate nucleus (Vim).

Methods: The study included a cohort of 17 consecutive patients, with ET, treated only with left unilateral stereotactic radiosurgical thalamotomy (SRS-T) between September 2014 and August 2015. The mean time to tremor improvement was 3.32 months (SD 2.7, 0.5-10). Neuroimaging data were collected at baseline (n = 17). Standard tremor scores, including activities of daily living (ADL) and tremor score on treated hand (TSTH), were completed pretherapeutically and 1 year later. We further correlate these scores with baseline inter-connectivity in twenty major large-scale brain networks.

Results: We report as predictive three networks, with the interconnected statistically significant clusters: primary motor cortex interconnected with inferior olivary nucleus1, bilateral thalamus interconnected with motor cerebellum lobule V2 (ADL), and anterior default-mode network interconnected with Brodmann area 103 (TSTH). For all, more positive pretherapeutic interconnectivity correlated with higher drop in points on the respective scores. Age, disease duration, or time-to-response after
INTRODUCTION

Essential tremor (ET) is the most common movement disorder.\(^1\) Considered initially a mono-symptomatic disease of postural or action tremor, recent clinical, neuroimaging, and morphopathological studies\(^2,3\) rather see ET as a multi-phenotype entity, with both motor and non-motor symptoms. Its main feature, tremor, is usually bilateral, predominant on upper extremities, with a frequency between 4 and 12 Hz.\(^1\) An open question remains whether ET is of central or peripheral origin, and consequently the core role of the cerebellum versus the olivary complex has received great interest from the neuroscience community.\(^4\) Additional use of non-invasive neuroimaging techniques\(^5\) or findings from deep brain stimulation (DBS)\(^6\) has pointed out toward an involvement of the so-called tremor network (contralateral cerebellum; ipsilateral motor thalamus; and primary motor cortex).

Currently, three different views on ET are under debate: abnormal oscillations within the tremor network, progressive cell loss in the frame of a neurodegenerative disorder, or a localized GABAergic dysfunction.\(^5\)

Primary treatment is pharmacological.\(^7\) Drug-resistant ET can benefit from standard functional neurosurgery procedures (DBS or radiofrequency thalamotomy)\(^8\) or alternatively minimally invasive procedures, including radiosurgery (RS)\(^9\) or high-focused ultrasound (HIFU).\(^10\) All aim at the same target, the motor thalamus part called ventro-intermediate nucleus (Vim).

It is now well established that many diseases (including movement disorders) can be characterized by alterations in functional networks, which are spatially distant brain regions that interact to support brain function.\(^2,11\) Seminal work of Biswal et al\(^12\) demonstrated that during rest, blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) time-series, both primary motor areas exhibit a high correlation. Since then, several methodologies to extract functional connectivity or interconnectivity—if within a functional network—have been proposed to measure temporal dependencies of neuronal activation between anatomically separated brain regions.

Here, we performed pretherapeutic resting-state fMRI in 17 patients, to clarify which networks and the statistically significant intercorrelated anatomical clusters would best correlate with clinical improvement, 1 year after stereotactic radiosurgical thalamotomy (SRS-T, having delayed clinical effect [mean 4 months, going up to 1 year]).\(^9,13\)

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Study design

Participants were part of the ongoing, prospective, longitudinal neuroimaging trial of SRS-T for tremor, in CHU Timone, Marseille, France. Our data with regard to safety and efficacy of SRS-T have already been published (see Witjas et al\(^9\)). Ethical Committee of the Timone University Hospital (CPPRB 1) gave formal approval. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

A cohort of included 17 consecutive patients (only right-sided, drug-resistant) treated only with left unilateral SRS-T between September 2014 and August 2015. All were referred by neurologist specialized in movement disorders (TW). Clinical diagnosis was ET in all cases. Patients were excluded if previous contralateral thalamotomy, epilepsy, vascular ischemic events, organic lesions, etc., which might have affected resting-state fMRI networks.

No patient was under tremor medication during the functional neuroimaging study protocol.

Patients meeting inclusion criteria undertook screening visit, including baseline tremor assessment (by TW) and neuroimaging, with structural MRI and resting-state fMRI (Siemens Skyra, 3 Tesla, Munich, Germany; see below). An identical clinical protocol for tremor evaluation had been used 1 year after SRS-T. Basic demographic data can be found in Table 1.

The mean age was 70.1 years (range 49-82). Upper age limit for inclusion in the protocol is 80 years old. One exception was made since 2014 (beginning of the trial), for a 82-years-old patient, with good quality of life (except the tremor aspect).

2.2 Tremor assessment

Tremor severity was assessed using questionnaire designed by Bain et al\(^14\) (eg, activities of daily living (ADL))\(^14\) and tremor score on the
2.3 | Stereotactic radiosurgical thalamotomy procedure

Stereotactic radiosurgical thalamotomies were performed by the same neurosurgeon (JR). After application of Leksell® coordinate G Frame (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden), under local anesthesia, all patients underwent both stereotactic CT and MRI. Indirect targeting was performed in all cases using identical methodology by Guiot’s diagram, single 4-mm isocenter and maximal prescription dose of 130 Gy.

2.4 | fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing

Imaging was performed on a head-only 3T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner, SIEMENS SKYRA (Siemens Medical Solutions). For T2*-weighted fast echo planar imaging (BOLD contrast) were used TR/TE = 3.3 s/30 ms/90°), voxel size 4 × 4 × 4 mm³, 300 volumes acquired per subject), 46 interleaved axial slices. The rs-fMRI experiments, acquired with no explicit task, consisted of a 10-minutes run, in which participant was asked to relax with their eyes closed, without falling asleep or engaging in cognitive or motor tasks. In addition, a field map was acquired to correct for the effect of field inhomogeneity.

Imaging data were analyzed in Lausanne (Switzerland), by two persons not involved in patient selection, treatment, or post-therapeutic evaluation (CT, DVDV). Processing of fMRI data was performed using standard software suites, SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Functional scans were realigned to the first scan of the series. After frame censoring in relation to motion (see below, frame censoring), the remaining time-points were spatially normalized into the standard anatomical space as defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute (SPM-MNI) and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter with a full width at high maximum (FWHM) of 6 mm. The voxel size generated from the above acquisition parameters was oversampled to 2 × 2 × 2 mm³.

2.5 | Frame censoring

Head motion during the MRI acquisitions, even if of submilimetric amplitude, has been already demonstrated as non-physiological source of spurious brain connectivity in resting-state fMRI data. We computed Power’s framewise displacement index for each time point. When it exceeded 0.5 mm, the corresponding frame was “scrubbed” along with one proceeding and two following ones (for a total of 5 for one time-point exceeding the upper limit allowed). Only the remaining frames were further considered for analysis. In the present cohort, the mean number of frames taken out was 35 (median 15, range 0-135).

2.6 | Resting-state networks extraction

Group-level independent component analysis (ICA) was applied to decompose the fMRI data into networks of temporally coherent spontaneous activity using the GIFT Toolbox (http://icatb.sourceforge.net). The concat-ICA approach is data-driven and considers the concatenated data of 17 scans. The total number of independent components (ICs) was set to 20, which is common setting in literature to identify large-scale distributed networks (Figures 1 and 2). Visual inspection of IC maps revealed neurologically meaningful patterns; no components were excluded for further analysis.

### Table 1: Demographic data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of symptoms (y)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL baseline (points)</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL (drop in points, 1 y minus baseline)</td>
<td>-23.06</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor score on the treated hand (TSTH baseline)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TSTH) (drop in points, 1 y minus baseline)</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to improvement after Vim RS (mo)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: The pertinent network with the corresponding interconnected relevant anatomical cluster, as well as the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates, the corresponding corrected p value after family-wise error (FWE) correction, the size of the cluster (kc), and the peak level of the former

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Interconnectivity between the network and the relevant anatomical cluster</th>
<th>MNI</th>
<th>p FWE corrected</th>
<th>Kc</th>
<th>Peak level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network 12</td>
<td>Inferior olivary nucleus (correlates with ADL improvement)</td>
<td>0, -26, -42</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>35.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-6, -34, -40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network 13</td>
<td>Right and left motor cerebellum lobule V (correlates with ADL improvement)</td>
<td>6, -58, -10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>51.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-4, -62, -16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network 14</td>
<td>Right rostral prefrontal cortex (BA 10) (correlates with TSTH improvement)</td>
<td>22, 58, 18</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>41.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.7 Statistical analysis

For rs-fMRI data, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was implemented in SPM12 as a flexible factorial model. This analysis was made on each component, using the individual subject-level maps. As we wanted to apply the model to each component, we used a Bonferroni correction to deal with number of models (20). Within each model, we then report corrected $P$-values using conventional cluster-level family-wise error (FWE) correction (Table 2).
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Large-scale functional networks during resting state

A set of 20 networks spanning the whole brain (see Materials and Methods) was identified. Independent components (networks) were defined using the baseline scans of all subjects, and subject-dependent maps were retrieved using conventional regression. After visual inspection of the maps at the group level, all components showed neurologically relevant spatial patterns and were kept for subsequent analysis (Figures 1 and 2).

3.2 | Linking functional networks at baseline to changes in standard clinical scores

For each component, subject-level spatial maps that represent strength of interconnectivity in a large-scale network at baseline were fed into general linear model that included the difference in points for ADL and TSTH between 1 year after SRS-T and baseline pretherapeutic values. This allowed assessing whether voxels correlated significantly with tremor improvement. Within each linear model, we use cluster-level Gaussian random field theory to correct for testing whole-brain voxels, but, as the linear model is applied to each component separately, we also additionally applied Bonferroni correction to deal with multiple comparisons (20) and report corrected \(P\)-values.

We report three networks, which revealed statistical significant clusters. For ADL improvement, we found network 12 (bilateral motor network, frontal eye-fields) and network 13 (bilateral thalamus, cerebellum); for TSTH improvement, network 14 (bilateral insula, mesial prefrontal cortex).

For network 12, we found a significant cluster within and adjacent to inferior olivary nucleus (ION, Figures 3 and 5, Table 2). The more positive interconnectivity at baseline, the higher the drop in points on the ADL score. This result thus represents connectivity between bilateral motor cortex and frontal eye-fields and the ION.

For network 13, we found significant clusters within right (predominant) and left motor cerebellum lobule V (Figures 3 and 5, Table 2). The more positive interconnectivity at baseline, the higher drop in points on the ADL score. This result thus represents connectivity between the bilateral thalamus and right motor cerebellum lobule V.

For network 14, we found significant clusters within right medial rostral prefrontal cortex, known as right Brodmann area 10 (BA 10, Figures 4 and 5, Table 2). The more positive interconnectivity at baseline, the higher drop in points on TSTH score. This result thus represents connectivity between anterior default-mode network and bilateral insula with the right BA 10.

3.3 | Assessment of possible confounds

To exclude possible confounders, using the same methodology, no statistically significant cluster was found while assessing correlations with the pretherapeutic tremor scores. This was of particular interest to exclude a relationship between baseline scores and their respective drop in points 1 year later, which could have been reflected in our results.

Furthermore, age, disease duration, or time-to-response after SRS-T were not statistically correlated with baseline brain interconnectivity measures (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient \(>0.05\), using Stata version 11; Stata Corp LLC, College stations, TX, USA).

**FIGURE 3** Correlation between brain interconnectivity values and drop in ADL: interconnectivity between network 12 and inferior olivary nucleus and between network 13 and right (13.1) and left (13.2) cerebellum lobule V. SRT, stereotactic radiosurgical thalamotomy.
3.4 | Radiological answer: MR signature after thalamotomy (1 year after SRS-T)

Mean MR signature volume after SRS-T was 125 mm³ (SD 162; 2-600 mm³). This was drawn individually on T1 Gadolinium-injected MR, 1 year after SRS-T, considered definitive radiological answer in our experience. To ensure volume calculation accuracy, each patient MR (1 year after SRS-T) was imported in Leksell GammaPlan software (LGP; Elekta instruments, AB, Sweden). This was co-registered with therapeutic images. The 90 Gy isodose line, which corresponds to final MR signature in our experience, was projected to the 1-year result and matched perfectly the MR signature. Manually, using LGP segmentation tools, volume was individually drawn and further automatically calculated by the software.

There was no correlation between thalamotomy volume and ADL drop (P > .05), but there was with TSTH drop (P = .01).

None of the baseline IC values reported within the significant clusters showed statistically significant correlation with thalamotomy volume (P > .05).
Essential tremor is a disabling neurological disorder that has a major impact on quality of life and comes with a significant psychological burden for patients. Despite numerous studies and advances in both neuroimaging and neuropathology, our insights in underlying mechanisms are still limited, with an ongoing debate concerning the role of the ION versus the cerebellum in disease generation and progression. During the past two decades, new developments in neuroimaging techniques, including structural (diffusion tensor imaging) and functional (resting-state fMRI, PET) data, have become increasingly used to evaluate movements disorders pathophysiology, with minimal patients compliance, mainly in ET and Parkinson's disease. Electrophysiological studies have additionally shed new light, while exploring the electrical activity of key anatomical structures, such as the thalamus, by microelectrode recording, together with electromyograms, as in the recent study of Li et al.

Our findings reveal, for the first time, that functional network measures, extracted from pretherapeutic resting-state fMRI at baseline, relate to drop in standard tremor scores 1 year after SRS-T, for both ADL and TSTH. For ADL improvement, the inferior olivary nucleus showed higher interconnectivity with network including bilateral motor cortex and frontal eye-fields, as well as motor cerebellum lobule V with the network constituted by bilateral thalamus. For TSTH improvement, right mesial aspect of Brodmann area 10 showed higher interconnectivity with anterior default-mode network and bilateral insula. Of note, ADL is a global tremor score, involving many aspects, while TSTH is only related to a specific aspect (eg, the hand). In this sense, neuroimaging distinction of two different clinical evaluations is not necessarily astonishing.

We briefly prompt the pertinent roles of each involved functional networks. The first network (network 12 in our study) encompasses bilateral motor cortex and frontal eye-fields, interconnected with left inferior olivary nucleus. The involvement of so-called tremor network in tremor generation has been sustained by numerous neuroimaging studies. The role of inferior olivary nucleus versus cerebellum has been debated for decades as being main actor in ET's pathogenesis. Louis et al.26 have performed a systematic post-mortem study of microscopic changes in inferior olivary nucleus and did not detect any structural differences between ET cases and healthy matched controls. The same applied for functional neuroimaging positron emission tomography studies, which failed to identify any metabolic activity at this level.27 Both have pointed out toward the conclusion that if inferior olivary nucleus is involved in ET, there is no structural or metabolic modification.26 Furthermore, Bucher et al.28 used fMRI to study possible cerebral activation patterns associated with unilateral postural tremor; the authors concluded that ET is mainly associated with an additional contralateral cerebral pathway activation and overactivity in cerebellum, red nucleus, and globus pallidus, without significant intrinsic olivary activation. However, an isolated fMRI case-report, after opened surgical radiofrequency thalamotomy, revealed significant activation within inferior olivary nucleus after surgery.29 It is worth noting that historically, based upon oscillatory-pacemaking properties, inferior olivary nucleus has been proposed as primary driver of ET pathogenesis due to its implication in learning and timing of motor behavior, meaning an involvement in control and coordination of movements, sensory processing, and cognitive tasks, probable by encrypting timing of sensory input independently of attention or awareness. Two types of input are particularly of interest: one allowing for movement learning (actions), and other for posture and balance maintaining (maintenance reflexes), which could be relevant in the context of patients with ET. There are four major electrophysiological theories about the role of the inferior olivary nucleus: timing, learning, comparator, and "network oscillations." Timing theory (Welsh et al) suggests the existence of an oscillatory clock, offering proper scheduling of command signals for appropriate motor domains; same was supported by Yarom and Cohen, considering motor deficits or tremor appearance as a manifestation of a damaged timing mechanism. Consequently, ET would reflect maladjustment in timing of muscle activation. Learning theory states that climbing fibers to the inferior olivary nucleus provide the cerebellar Purkinje cells with an error signal indicating an eventual scarce motor activity. Comparator theory postulates that climbing fibers of inferior olivary provide cerebellar Purkinje cells with a signal error that indicates inadequate motor activity. "Network oscillations" theory, suggested by Yarom and Cohen, states that each neuron by itself cannot exhibit oscillatory behavior, but only when a network of electronically coupled neurons is formed.

The second network (network 13) encompasses bilateral thalamus and tremor network relates to higher interconnectivity with bilateral (right predominance) motor cerebellum lobule V. In humans, DBS or radiofrequency thalamotomy of the cerebellar thalamic nucleus (ie, Vim) induces tremor arrest. Additional findings from resting-state fMRI studies suggest that the cerebellar thalamus and the cerebellum are involved in the mechanism of ET. Data from electrophysiology (Hua et al), after single neurons awake mapping of the ventral thalamus in patients with ET prior to open radiofrequency thalamotomy, suggested that during tremor, Vim had a significantly higher proportion of "tremor neurons" compared to other thalamic areas. These findings were considered inconsistent with the olivo-cerebellar model previously described, which supposes motor cortex been driven through thalamic connections (which would be a combination of networks 12 and 13 in the present study). Snyder et al used magnetoencephalography and revealed a motor network involving the contralateral primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, thalamus, brainstem, and ipsilateral cerebellum. A meta-analysis of neuroimaging studies revealed that sensorimotor tasks activated the anterior lobule V and adjacent lobule VI, with additional foci in lobule VIII. Lobule V is mainly associated with motor control. Furthermore, motor and somatosensory representations show largely overlapping activation patterns, with major cluster focused in lobule V. The motor and somatosensory coordinates were right lateralized, in patients with right-handed tasks (as in the present study, right-hand tremor and right lobule V activation), consistent with established ipsilateral cerebellar somatotopy and homunculi.

The third network (network 14) includes anterior default-mode network and bilateral insula; interconnectivity of right mesial aspect
of Brodmann area 10 relates to drop in tremor score on the treated hand. This area is relevant for cognitive tasks and by extension non-motor features in ET. Brodmann area 10 is considered as the only prefrontal area that has predominant interconnections with the supramodal cortex in prefrontal cortex (corresponding to network 14), anterior temporal, or cingulate cortex. Functionally, Semendeferi et al. advocated for a specific increase in connectivity, especially with other high-order association areas, underlying the role in initiative taking and the planning of future actions, trademarks of human behavior. Ramnani et al. stated that due to its particular connectivity patterns, would additionally play a crucial role in highest level of integration of multiple sensory modalities, coming from auditory, visual, and somatic sensory systems, which would help to integrate outcomes from multiple cognitive operations. Gilbert et al. have designed a "conjunction-type" fMRI study using a series of tasks that measure the construct of interest. Brodmann area 10 was activated when people switched from either stimulus-oriented to stimulus-independent attending. The authors suggested that medial BA 10 (as in our findings) is involved in promoting attention toward the external environment, as, for example, in situations that require a particularly fast response to external stimuli. The former is in line with the "gateway attentional hypothesis," according to which BA 10 as a whole plays a major role in situations that demand subjects to bias attention between current sensory input and internally generated thought processes.

Although we have taken many precautions, there are several limitations that will need to be addressed by further research. Our results are statistically strong despite the relatively small sample size, and the relatively strong correlation that is retrieved. Of course, further validation in a larger and independent sample remains to be carried out to potentially establish a new marker for individualized prognosis of tremor score change. In addition, the neurological evaluation was not blinded. Likewise, the same could be applied to a set of preoperative data before open surgical radiofrequency thalamotomy or HIFU, which would give additional insights into the pathophysiology of ET and tremor arrest. We have additionally assessed the role of potential confounders (see Results section).

The real central node of ET remains to be established, while two alternative theories could be supported by our results. A pacemaker theory, with three possible anatomical sites: the left inferior olivary nucleus, the right cerebellar lobule V or the BA 10, as well as the components with whom they share interconnectivity, including the motor network, the thalamus, or the anterior node of the default-mode network and insula. This does not answer the dilemma whether the cerebellum versus the inferior olivary would be the central core of the disease. A network theory would advocate for the presence of one versus multiple networks, of whom one coupling motor cortex with the ION, the second the thalamus with motor cerebellum, and a third between the anterior default-mode network and bilateral insula and the BA10. Whether the former act in synchrony or disassociated remains to establish.

In light of what has been described above, one could suppose that the eventual oscillatory regulator in ET should have a resetting mechanism. It is most probably that by stimulation (such as DBS) or ablative (such as radiofrequency thalamotomy, SRS-T or HIFU) procedures, this regulator stops ticking at the appropriate time. Furthermore, it gives a new onset, occurrence, and terminations within the system's oscillations, under a new neuronal control.

Our results suggest that pretherapeutic resting-state fMRI is informative about tremor improvement or arrest after SRS-T. The clear implications of both inferior olivary nucleus and motor cerebellum in tremor arrest are suggested. Furthermore, non-motor, cognitive areas, such as BA 10, are found to play a role. Our method was not specifically designed to support existing physiopathological theories, and thus these findings shed new light on the implication of networks and their alterations on tremor generation.
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